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Staring at the pulsing blue dot on my 
phone, I zoomed in to see the details of my 
precise location — though there was no need. 
I could clearly see from the bus window 
where I was. In fact, had I been able to open a 
window, I could have scraped my knuckles 
along the rough concrete walls as we snaked 
alongside the river that flowed the other side 
of the towering barriers. It was dark outside, a 
moonless night shrouded in pale grey clouds 

that wisped between the stars. As the bus tires 
trod along the pavement well past the 
midnight hour, I felt like a secret agent 
making an undercover dash for the border. 
This particular border was not one I would be 
crossing — my actual destination was still 
several hours ahead of me. But here, stealing 
through the night in southeastern Turkey, I 
was watching the border wall with Syria 
speed by my window. 
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Rounding a corner, the land dropped away 
towards the river and the road rose up to turn 
back inland. Across the river I could clearly 
make out the shape of  a small village on the 
opposing bank, for it was illuminated as 
bright as day by the stadium-style floodlights 
on the Turkish side of the river, presumably to 
catch any who might be fleeing illegally across 
the border. I pitied the residents who must 
never get a decent night’s sleep with those 
lights piercing the cracks in the blinds and 
curtains, always feeling under scrutiny. 

It wasn’t until a few hours later 
that I made a border crossing 
myself, this time with Iraqi 
Kurdistan. Bleary-eyed travellers 
descended from the bus into the 
immigration hall, lugging suitcases 
through the X-ray machines and 
waiting for officials to stamp 
passports. With the political unrest 
of the region during the previous 
year, I was crossing my fingers and 
p r a y i n g t o G o d t h a t m y 
documentation would be accepted 
so I could return ‘home’ to 
Kurdistan after a brief visit to the 
UK. 

The world has gone and built 
itself a lot of walls in recent years, 
it seems. Physical, ideological, 
political walls. Kurdistan was no exception. 
With an overwhelming (though dubious) 95% 
in favour of independence during a 
referendum held in September of 2017, the 
local population rallied for a newly formed 
state. Instead, they got heightened security, 
government shutdown, and harsh travel 
sanctions. As a resident of Kurdistan during 
this tumult, I was held captive by the travel 
ban, and my exit during the spring break was 
only made possible via a hefty $400 fine to 

Baghdad officials. Even worse, the shifting 
politics made my return dependent on the 
three-way power struggle between Kurdish 
border officers, Baghdadi parliamentarians, 
and Turkish political rhetoric. Hence, the 
furtive night-time border crossing and fever-
pitch prayers. 

The week prior to my brush with the 
Syrian border, I was back in London at the 
Iraqi Embassy. Along with my colleague 
Laurna, we had returned to the UK to seek 
alternative means of free movement in and 

out of the Kurdistan region during 
the sanctions. As we cheerfully slid 
the required documents under the 
glass partition to the visa officer, 
her face darkened. “This is a special 
case for the Ambassador,” she 
stated coldly. “We will call you 
within 10 days to further discuss 
the matter.” 
We plaintively urged her for a 
faster decision, stating that we had 
to return to work in Kurdistan 
within 2 weeks. Furthermore, we 
had all the required documents — 
surely it was a straightforward 
matter? She only tightened her lips 
with a stern frown, her tightly 
wrapped hijab face-lifting her eyes 
into an odd, condescending smile. 

Despite our plaintive efforts, she considered 
the matter closed.  

When Laurna returned to the embassy two 
weeks later to collect her unexpectedly issued 
visa, the same clerk was at the desk. “Where is 
your friend?” she inquired. 

“He went back early,” she simply stated. 
“How?” the visa officer queried, aghast. 

“He didn’t have a visa!” 
Laurna simply smiled. “Oh, there are other 

ways,” she said. 

Skirting the Syrian border 
late at night.

D e p a r t i n g B a g h d a d 
International Airport.
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* * * 
Several months later, I was sat high above the 

shores of Lake Atitlán in the highlands of 
Guatemala. I had come away for the summer 
holidays. Thunderclouds rolled across the far 
shores of the lake, while sunbeams raked across 
the tops of the forest canopy, piling up in a 
million sparkles on the surface of the waters. 
Local Mayan folklore says the lake is the source of 
the rainbow’s colours — and as I watched the 
sunset reflect off the lake waters and illuminate 
the underside of the thunderclouds, I fully 
believed the legend. 

I swilled the wine in my glass, admiring the 
view while my friend Hyung topped up his glass. 
“So you stayed with a Mayan family last night?” 
he asked. 

“Yeah. It was intense. They spoke Kaqchikel — 
a language I’d never heard of until this week — 
but absolutely fascinating. Full of clicks and 
guttural stops… like Arabic and that African 
clicking language had a baby.” 

“Did they speak Spanish, too?” 
“A little. But my Spanish is pretty poor. And 

they didn’t speak much English.” 
“How did you get along then if you couldn’t 

speak?” 
I thought back the previous night, sitting on 

the balcony watching the mother deftly string 
beads to make beautiful bracelets. I thought 
about the paper football match I played with their 
son Daniel, flicking that origami triangle across 
the table towards each others’ fingers lined up as 
goal posts. I thought about the coins I had pulled 
out of Melina’s ear as a magic trick, as I ‘bought’ 
plastic oranges and apples from her make believe 
shop established under a faded pink Disney 
princess umbrella. None of these things required 
much language; yet laughs and smiles were 
shared. Human connection was made. 

“Oh, there are other ways,” I smiled. 

A local fisherman paddles across Lake Atitlán, Guatemala.

In the highlands of Guatemala, the Mayans still practice 
local traditions and communicate using the indigenous 
languages of Kaqchikel or Tz’utujil.

Mayan legend says the rainbow gets its colours from the 
waters of Lake Atitlán.
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* * * 
Earlier this year, I heard an interview with 

Debra Searl, the first female to solo cross the 
Atlantic in a rowboat. Let me repeat that for 
emphasis: She crossed an ocean. Alone. In a 
rowboat. In this interview, she spoke with 
candor about how difficult the experience 
was. To be expected, there were the physical 
challenges of manning a small vessel on the 
high seas: for three and half months, she 
pulled the oars, consumed 8000 calories a 
day, and slept in short 20-minute intervals. 
Greater than that, however, was the 
psychological challenge of being alone. In the 
normal everyday world, it’s possible to go 
about your day and not have significant 
interaction with people, but there’s routinely a 
shop clerk, a mailman, or delivery driver to 
break the solitude — even if only briefly. But 
Debra was truly by herself, and she found this 
deep longing, hard-wired need for connection. 
She said that she was desperate to give her 
love to anything that would receive it. So she 
chose sea turtles. 

It sounds like the story of a woman driven 
mad by sea salt and wind, but she would hold 
full-on conversations with the giant sea turtles 
that would feed on the barnacles and sea 

grass growing on the underside of the boat. At 
night, with the stars swirling in the great 
expanse overheard, her boat bobbing in the 
swell, she would watch the phosphorescent 
lightning bolts of micro-organisms flashing 
underwater in the wake of circling sharks. 
Alone with nothing but her thoughts — no 
extraneous noise, pinging e-mails, or electric 
hum — she spoke of how everything merged 
into a cosmic oneness. With so few defences 
and barriers between herself and the natural 
world, she felt as though she was privy to the 
inner workings of the universe and her part to 
play in it. Most compellingly, she spoke of a 
deep personal acceptance of herself as she 
strove to create a tiny ripple in the story of 
time. Rather than viewing the challenge as 
her versus nature, it became her as part of 
nature, participating in the ongoing creative 
acts of the world. 

It wasn’t an easy conclusion to arrive at. 
Two and half months into the challenge, she 
found herself plaintively sobbing down the 
crackling connection of a satellite phone to 
her sister back in England. “I can’t do it 
anymore. I need to turn back,” she sobbed — 
which, in itself, is an absurd comment after 

How do you respond when storms arise?

What gives you hope to power through your challenges?
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having already made it halfway across the ocean. 
Her sister, calmly sitting in an office someplace — probably drinking a cup of tea, and 

pleasantly warm and comfortable — replied, “You know, Debra, you’ve just gotta choose your 
attitude about this.” 

Now, if it had been me crying down the phone line from an unknown point in the mid-
Atlantic, I might have flown into blind rage: Choose my attitude? Are you the one being circled by 
sharks, exposed to the elements and battered by fatigue? Do you have to sleep in 20 minute shifts for 
fear of being run down by a cargo ship while your eyes are closed? But Debra’s response was quite 
different. She simply agreed. The fact of the matter was there was nothing more to do in the 
situation than to simply resign herself to a radical acceptance of her role in the natural course of 
events playing out around her. It was the ultimate ‘mind over matter’ situation — an attitude 
which ultimately granted her success and a modest amount of fame in the wake of her 
accomplishments. In short, when the path forward seemed hopeless and blocked, she discovered 
that there were other ways to continue. 

* * * 
Be it a border crossing, a cultural chasm, or a mental blockade, something in us longs for 

unity and connection; or, as Robert Frost puts it, “Something there is that doesn’t love a wall.” 
Our natural curiosity draws us to visit new lands. We wonder about the lives of other people. And 
we adapt our behaviours when confronted with new 
ideas and new environments. 

Many local friends here in Kurdistan long for 
freedom of travel across borders without the stigma 
attached to an Iraqi passport. An independent 
Kurdistan might open up that opportunity for some. 
Voices cry loud in protest of the border wall with 
Mexico for similar reasons — is this really an era for 
building more walls? A border wall with Syria might 
be a necessity at the present time, but are there active 
forces working to create conditions in which it might 
one day come down, as did the Berlin Wall? For those 
who may need to cross these boundary lines, what 
avenues are in place beyond risking life and limb 
aboard a rowboat to escape political persecution in a 
home nation? What roads exist to freedom that don’t 
require smuggling humans through underground tunnels or in the tanks of cement mixer trucks? 

Entering a third year in Kurdistan, I’ve come to identify some deeply ingrained cultural, 
religious and linguistic barriers that often require more than just children’s make-believe games to 
cross. For our Muslim brothers and sisters who are so misunderstood and misrepresented in the 
West, I wonder if there will be open and honest dialogue to help rebuild fractured trust between 
cultures and religions. What pathways exist for listening to one another outside of the whistling 

Kurds are famously known for saying they have no 
friends but the mountains.
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of bombs, the explosion of land mines, or the cries of the victims over our various abuses towards 
one another? 

When it comes to our own inner world, it would seem the line between good and evil, right 
and easy, cuts through every one of us. When challenges of heart and mind arise, do we resign 
ourselves too quickly to defeat, convinced that the world is against us? Or do we see our work — 
like crossing the Atlantic in a rowboat — as but one 
piece in a larger ecosystem? How do we overcome 
those mental blocks when our efforts sometimes 
feel futile? 

As I write this on a rainy November evening in 
my warmly heated room, my thoughts run to Layla 
and her children. A victim of the ISIS attacks on 
members of the Yezidi faith in northern Kurdistan, 
Layla was forced to bury her husband and son with 
her bare hands while escaping from the ravages of 
ISIS occupation of her village. She now lives in a 
makeshift refugee settlement under canvas on the 
outskirts of the city. Her different dialect makes it 
difficult for her to integrate into local society here. 
Her different religious and cultural background 
means she is regarded with a certain amount of suspicion. Her national identity documents are 
likely not recognised, or at best, rated as second-tier, outside of her home region in the north. 

But Layla can make soap. Tucked in the corner of a cinder-block structure on the edge of the 
refugee settlement is an old food-service cart — the kind with multiple slots for collecting dirty 
cafeteria trays. But there are no food trays here. Instead, warped planks of plywood hold circular 
rounds of olive oil soap being cured. Outside, the smell of sheep manure and diesel exhaust clings 

to your clothes and stings your eyes, but in 
here, the soft and stringent fragrances of olive 
oil and lye are heady and sweet. 
     My students and I came here for a volunteer 
project of distributing clothes, basic necessities, 
and children’s toys to the families living in 
harsh conditions. However, we soon realised we 
could do so much more than just bring a one-off 
delivery of cast-offs to ease our social 
conscience. Our school hosts an annual charity 
fundraiser, and my students saw the potential of 
selling Layla’s soaps. The money raised would 
go back into the community, potentially 
securing better equipment and more markets 
for her product. We approached the business 

Faces of victims of atrocities against the Kurds, as 
portrayed in the Amna Suraka museum, Sulaymaniyah.

World Refugee Day brings awareness to the plight of refugees 
and internally displace people like Layla.
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teacher at school, and before long, the 
project took off and everyone had a 
hand in helping to promote a local 
refugee woman’s business. 

Of course, in the grand scheme of 
things, this project is but a drop in the 
ocean. One teacher, one class, one 
refugee woman, one charity event. If 
nothing else is learned from this 
experience, it’s that the walls of social 
class and language need not be an 
impassable barrier. The physical 
border between her homeland and 
mine is but an invention of our own 
making — and graciously dotted with 
points of passage to allow those who 
need refuge someplace else to find it. 
As for those inner roads that dead-end 
at the blockade of hopelessness — 
well, Layla, my students, and I are all 
learning to find new and creative 
ways forward. In short: there are other ways. 

Students from the British International School distributed clothing, toys and 
food to local refugee families in Sulaymaniyah.

Joel Bond currently lives in Iraqi Kurdistan, working as an English teacher.  
His favourite places to spend time are the gym, the kitchen and foreign countries.

joel.d.bond@gmail.com via LinkTree Joel Bond @joeldavidbond

GET IN TOUCH!
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TRAVEL HIGHLIGHTS FROM 2018 

1. A visit to Windsor Castle, UK 
2. Exploring around Sulaymaniyah  
3. Erbil, the regional capital 
4. A fifth (?) visit to Istanbul 
5. The wedding of Linda Bond Hall! 
6. Galveston Times with Aunt Roberta 
7. Tikal Mayan Ruins, Guatemala 
8. Volcano Trekking in Guatemala 
9. Cenote snorkeling in Mexico 
10. Arrival of niece Evie Adira Bond 
11. More to see in Kurdistan…
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